
Please do not purchase an underpowered machine! While it may meet your needs for the
first semester or two, you will soon discover that it cannot handle the demands of design
and modeling software.

Here are some basic laptop configurations and specifications recommended for running
CAD, graphic, and 3D applications that can be used as a guide to purchase your
equipment: 
 
Note: plus signs (+) below mean “or better.”

WINDOWS OPERATING SYSTEM (MICROSOFT WINDOWS 10, 64-BIT)

Component  Specs Notes

Processor/CPU Intel Core i7 (i7 quad core or better
preferred) 
Clock speed: 2.2 GHz+ (turbo
boost preferred)

A faster cpu and one with more cores means faster 3D rendering time
and video encoding. The latest 8th generation Intel i7 processors have
six cores.

Memory/RAM 16 GB  

Hard Drive 500 GB+ SSD drive SSD drives are much faster at reading and writing of data than hard
drives; if you must get a hard drive, make sure it is the faster 7200 rpm
speed

Video Card Nvidia or AMD, 3 GB+ memory,
discrete not shared or integrated.
Avoid Intel graphics.

This link (http://www.notebookcheck.net/Comparison-of-Graphic-
Cards.130.0.html) ranks graphics chipsets (stick to Class 1 or Class 2).

Screen Size 15” Minimum resolution should be 1920x1080 and anti-glare is better.

Networking 802.11ac wireless  

Warranty 3-year on-site/at-home warranty Add accidental damage service to protect against drops and spills.

Accessories External optical mouse A mouse is essential for using design software (using the built-in
trackpad is not sufficient)

  External 22”+ monitor with HDMI
connector

Plugs into your laptop to double your screen real estate. Don’t forget the
cable (and possibly video adapter). Most laptops now have HDMI
connectors but check before buying.

 
Expect to pay around $2000 for an appropriately configured laptop. Cheaper laptops
usually have lower-end video cards and processors, and are underpowered to handle
advanced 3D modeling and CAD work. For a Windows system, we recommend the Dell

http://www.notebookcheck.net/Comparison-of-Graphic-Cards.130.0.html

